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Rochelle, a partner at Cathexis Consulting, has 15 years’ experience in evaluation. 

An active participant in the Canadian evaluation community, she has promoted 

research into the value of evaluation, believing that evaluators must “walk the talk” 

by measuring and assessing the impact of their own efforts. She has recently 

become involved in an exciting story-based project, funded by EvalPartners, called 

Evaluations that Make a Difference: Stories from Around the World.  
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Dayna is an independent Evaluation Consultant specializing in evaluation capacity-

building. Previously, she managed the Towards Evidence Informed Practice 

program at the Ontario Public Health Association, whose mandate was to increase 

use of evidence and evaluation to strengthen public health interventions. Currently, 

she is the coordinator for Evaluations that Make a Difference: Stories from Around 

the World. 
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Trained as a writer & researcher in an interdisciplinary creative arts context, Yasser 

is an eager, creative evaluator interested in the intersection between program design 

& program evaluation. His experience with oral history and storytelling gives him a 

flair for conducting qualitative analysis. Yasser joined Cathexis Consulting in 2012 

and is committed to the company's ethos of conducting utilization-focused 

evaluations that are collaborative, rigorous & fun! 
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Summary Stories are a powerful way of communicating information and ideas. They engage 

us both emotionally and intellectually. Most evaluation literature is published in 

academic journals, which can be unpalatable, even inaccessible, to evaluation users. 

In contrast, we all intuitively understand and remember stories. 

 

Evaluations that Make a Difference: Stories from Around the World is an 

EvalPartners Innovation Challenge recipient. The project will publish a collection 

of short stories about evaluations that have made a difference; each story told in a 

way that will be appealing and accessible to evaluation users and policy-makers. 

An analysis of factors that contributed to making the evaluations useful is expected 

to yield insights about the “enablers” of a valuable evaluation. 

 

This Ignite presentation will share the current status of the project, recent learnings 

and will challenge participants to document and share the impacts of their own 

evaluations. 

Strand Strand 3: Learning from each other: evaluation practice across sectors and regions 

Relevance This international project was conceived in Canada and initiated by CES members. 

It received one of only five Innovation Challenge awards granted by EvalPartners 

to strengthen the demand for and use of evaluation.  

 

Conference participants and CES will be interested to learn how, despite limited 

funding, we have built a successful collaboration among five Voluntary 

Organizations of Professional Evaluators (e.g. Canada, Europe, Latin American and 

Caribbean, Sri Lanka, Africa and Australasia). 

 

It is our hope that the Evaluation Stories project will improve demand for 

evaluation by improving understanding of the benefits of evaluation, and by 

fostering more positive attitudes toward evaluation. We hope to find stories that 

will inspire evaluation funders and policy makers to use evaluation. We expect this 

to represent a useful tool to support the demand side of evaluation. 

 

It is also our intent that the cross-case analysis will improve the quality and impact 

of evaluations by identifying key enablers to high-value evaluations. As the value 

of evaluations improves, the demand and use of evaluation should increase. 

 


